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jsmoixmtm*
It has always bean an axiom that for consistency in par* 

formanee* steel should be as free as possible from non** 
metallic inclusions* arising from whatever causa- possible*
TbIs view has been accentuated of late years, because of the 
increasingly high complex stresses to which steel is sub* 
jeeied#

Ivevy mass of steel contains inclusions to a greater or 
lesser extent, since it is impossible to aanufmcture steel 
without them# During recent years* considerable attention 
has been devoted to the effects of non*metallic inclusions 
in iron and steel* fbey are formed by reaction products,' by 
ontraiment of the slag during .melting and refining of metal* 
by attack on refractories* and by dust and foreign matter 
trapped during tapping and casting* It can be said without 
any doubt that ■ these inclusions play an important part in de
termining the physical properties of the steel.* ft Is thought 
desirable that for a high quality steel* the non-met&llle In- 
elusions present should be ms low m  is eoixeieteat with use of 
the steel In question*

It has been indicated that an increase in slag inclusions 
Is detrimental to the ductility, Impact strength and endurance* 
while the effect on tensile strength* elastic limit and hard* 
ness is hardly noticeable* to increase In certain slag inclu
sions* e*f* sulphides* Improves the machining* principally of 
lower carbon steels* On the other hand, it is considered im* 
portant that the total quantity of slag and the dimensions of



slag inclusions present should' be kept small In tool - steels 
and ball bearing steels#

'In the present era of close specifications, the drive 
for uniformity -of product* and the close inspection of the 
product manufactured and of the cost sheet, require that 
utmost efforts should .he mde to control the steel variables
to the best advantage of the steel producer* One of the
major variables Is the slag in the furnace and its effect up** 
on the composition and quality of the metal* fhe ■ advantages
of slag control'are that the very foundations of good steel
are based on »«hapteg up1* the slag to a point where with 
■proper temperature, the heat is ready for tee final additions* 

fhe importance of the part played by the slag in open- 
hearth practice is now admitted by all operators, although the 
attention given to it Is by.no.means commensurate with its im
portance *

ii* scope of mrrsTmATiom
In this investigation a study of Inclusion# In acid steel 

has been made* Acid steel, with the exception of well made 
electric furnace steel, is supposedly the highest quality of 
steel made* Some work has been done along the same lines as 
this on basic steels, but the writer is not aware of any work 
done on acid steels*

It was decided to determine whether there are any non- 
metallic inclusions in tee steel,' and if so to determine what 
they are and where they originate* A petrographlc study of
tee slags was mad© to correlate them with the inclusions* Ho



attempt m s  made to study the different phases and make the 
different constitution diagrams which, though possible, is 
considered out of the scope of this paper* Attempts wore made 
to find out whether the -inclusions earns from the furnace tf 
from the refractories of tee molds* A complete solution of 
tee problem would not only give a measure mi the clesniliness 
of tee metal* hut would also probably provide valuable in
formation with retard to methods for improving the quality of 
steel* It Is not impossible that such knowledge may help in 
elucidating many of the unsolved problems in connection with 
various' obscure defects, and 'may lead to a better understand
ing of tee factors, influencing grain alee In steel*

ill... w m m  of z i m m & m  w t m m m $

A review of the literature reveals a lack of information 
on acid steels* ffe-e report on the hot rogeneity of steel 
Ingots, prepared by the Iron and Steel Institute, gives a. 
summary of the work don© on the subject* In Germany Kd’rber 
and Iromel (13) have done considerable work on the subject*, 
but in tee most part on the formation of equilibrium diagrams 
of the basic slags* IfeCangkty (If & 1) has done considerable 
work on the subject in this country* In France, Fortevln and 
Perrin (21), in their paper, Contribution to the Study of In
clusions in Steel*, have thrown some light on .the subject* 
Also, Portevln and Bene Castro (22) have done some work in 
their exhaustive paper, ^Morphology of the Inclusions In 
Slderurglcal Products**



In'Austria, Satuscha (16)# in his paper, l̂ion-metallic 
Inclusion# In Ferro-alloy#*** considers the structure and 
physico-chemical bahaviro of slag inclusions* In Rumania,
W* I* Cook has done some work reported in his paper, *txper- 
imenbal Researches on the Kiner&logle&l Constitution and 
Chemical Action of Stool Furnace Slags*, In L*ecoI© Folytech
nique, Rumania* in England, Ferguson and Agrell (4) have 
dome the microscopic: examination of basic- slags#

Other persons who have done work on the subject are White 
(2S), Mason (15), Bsrty (9), Cteielougb (3), JTay (XX), Bait 
(23), Goldschmidt (23),- latfieM (7 & «)■> IcOance (17 Is It), 
SOler (24),. Bitterer (5 Is &), Baltland (t), and Finder (24) »

I¥t SAMFLB OF S T ®  OHBER IDTOSSTXGAflOIf
The samples of steel and slags under investigation were 

supplied by the Midland Plant of the Mackinto sh-Hemphill 
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa* The sample was from a plain carbon 
heat, it being exemplary of American acid open-hearth prac
tice, and followed closely by the teachings of the acid open- 
hearth Research Association for- this grade of steel* light 
metal and slag samples were received fro© the same heat, Mas#
0 to 5 were from the refining period, Mo. 6 from the furnace 
Just before tapping, and the furnace additions were ©ad% and 
llo* 7 is the test coupon from a casting made from the heat 
and ladle slag* The steel, is a plain, carbon steel with, a little 
nickel and chromium* the sulphur and phosphorus being 0*051 and 
0*039 respectively*

The additions in'the ladel were ferro-tltanlum, farre-



silicon* 10 and 15j£f and sillcOHaanganese*

y* « w m  BmtLsi
Oemerait

toe a ampler of stool wore out tote pieces so that they 
weighed more than 50 grams.* the individual specimens were 
-grounded on. a grinding machine, to remove the rust and oxto 
dined layers* and numbered* fhe pieces were dissolved else** 
.. ttolyttomXly# and the nowaotmilic inclusions caught to m 
cellophane hag# to© inclusions were prepared into thto sec
tions by the author in the laboratory*

to© slag samples wer© crushed to a pebble mill* passed 
through 100 mesh and chemical analyses were made*

From the analysis it is seen that the total Pe and MnO 
decrease until they are least to the final sample* whereas 
8102 toereases until It is maximum to the final sample* to© 
mo is the least in the final sample, whereas Fe203 is the

A part of the slat from the final sample was used to 
making speotrogr&phlc and analyses* to© spectrograms
and X**ray pattern are %iv©m at the end* fhe X~ray pattern was 
■not good enough to make any conclusive deductions*

slag were selected from each of the samples and sent to two 
different parties for preparation of thto sections:*

from the spoon slat samples# two representative pieces of
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Be tail# I

Much work has teen done all over the world for the ©3E** 
traction of non^metallico from slag* the Important places be**
• ing II* B* Bureau of Mines* Bamegle Institute of technology* 
IQaiser Wilhelm Institute* Berlin* and the Metallogrmfilm In* 
atltutet of at®cMholiji*

fbe method adopted under Investigation was that developed 
by 0# B* Fltterer (6) and. others at the 0* S* Bureau of Mines 
with some modifications*

|ho steel samples* weighing more than- 50 frame* wore 
soldered to a small piece of platinum wire* which in turn was 
connected to a copper electric wire*' 4 kink was made In the 
wire over which a rubber cork was inserted to serve as a sup* 
port for 'the cellophane bag.

Mm electrolyte containing 3$ FeSO^TSgO and 2$ Bad was 
prepared,* For every sample two litres of the electrolyte was 
used*

A glass Jar was taken in which the electrolyte was poured* 
and a copper plate was put at one end to serve as a cathode*, 
the steel piece was then, placed in the cellophane bag* which 
was half filled with the electrolyte* and then tied tightly 
round the rubber cork* iiwersed in the electrolyte* taking car#' 
that the capper wire did. not touch the electrolyte* the steel 
piece acted as the anode whereas the copper plate was the 
cathode* A 0*C* current was supplied through a generator with 
a series of resistances*

In the Method developed at the Bureau of Mines it is stated



that it was meant for ordinary plain carbon steel* the elec** 
trolyte used was 3I> feSO^THgO and 1$ Had# It is also stated 
that I ampere current* and 3 to 4 volts voltage was ideal for 
the purpose* and one gram of steel was dissolved per hour*

?Before working on the actual pieces from the eight dif
ferent samples* some trial tests- were run* The method of the 
Bureau of lines was not found <guj,te suitable so the percentage 
of salt in the electrolyte was changed# With tee current and 
voltage suggested by tea Bureau of Mines* no Ionisation took 
place so- it was found necessary to raise the current to 4 
amperes and tee voltage to 10 volts for the first fifteen min
utes to start ionisation and teen reduce to 1 ampere.and 4 
volts* It was also- found that the dissolution of tee steel w m  
much less than stated in the method of the Bureau of Mines#
After 20 hours* tee current had to be increased to 2 amperes and 
voltage to 6 volts* The time of electrolysis for each piece was 
from 50 to 60 hours* and it was found that 15 to 20 grams of 
stool was dissolved in each case* It was found difficult to 
standardise the time as the sample# for work were too small to 
run more tests*, and this acted as a limitation for running 
trials to find out tee best modification suitable under tee 
circumstance*#

The pH of the electrolyte was measured from time to time 
and It was found to be slightly acidic in the beginning but 
became neutral after four' hours* The current and voltage were 
kept constant in -all cases* then about 20 grams of specimen

t
was dissolved* the current was stopped and tee cellophane bag



drained off the electrolyte* mtl washed with water* The cello
phane hag was pierced* drained* end the inclusions collected in 
a glass beaker* The steel specimen was further scrubbed with a 
rubber policeman to remove the adhering particles and all washed 
with a 5% solution of Zephiran Chloride* The inclusions were 
washed several times* filtered and dried* On testing the in
clusions with a magnet* It was found that they were somewhat 
magnetic*.

The inclusions were then thinly spread on a glass slid© 
and made into thin sections for petrographic examination*

Theory of Electrolysis*
As boon as the power is turned on* the iron anode receives 

a positive charge* In doing this the iron becomes ionised with 
two positive charges* through the loss of two electrons# and 
passes into solution* These iron Ions then pass from the ©lee** 
t roly to Inside the- cellophane bag through the membrane into 
the outer electrolyte* from this point they pass directly to 
the nearest wall of the tank# where they are deposited as 
metallic iron#* When the iron 1# being' dissolved* the non- 
metallic inclusions fall from the iron anode to the bottom of 
the cellophane bag* where they are retained* ft is believed 
that the pores of the cellophane bag are small enough to re
tain these oxide particles* and yet are sufficiently large 
for the passage of iron Ions*

himitatlon of the above method I
As stated previously* acid steel# are purer than ordinary 

steels* so the inclusions extracted from a specimen may not be
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sufficient to make a qualitative analysis* so recourse has to 
be taken to petrographi© examination and spectrographle analysis* 
The limitation of the above' method is that the slag slime be** 
comes contaminated by precipitated hydrates of irons* which does 
not permit clear examination# .toother difficulty involved la 
that on account of oxygen formation at the anode* hydrogen ion® 
.will concentrate there and make the solution acidic* In the 
course of the experiments* reverse action took place twice* 
depositing the copper on the steel* for which, t have not been 
able to find any explanation so far* toother factor is that 
for dissolution of different steels* the current may have to- be 
increased* and the electrolyte will not stand higher intensl** 
ties*

It Is suggested that the method evolved by Treje' and 
Benedicks (27) developed in Sweden may be tried* The method 
involves the following %

(1) The .electrolysis is performed in a vessel divided into 
two by a diaphragm* The steel specimen surrounded by a cello
phane bag which Is carried by a floating wooden ring forms to© 
anode in a bromide solution containing sodium citratej the 
cathode consists of a copper plat© in CuSO^ solution* This 
arrangement and choice of electrolytes prevents any formation 
of oxygen at the anode* which would make the liquid in the 
cellophane bag acidic and thus attack the slag* This method*
It is said, will pensit an unobstructed microscopic examination 
of the residua (inclusions)*

(2.) Chemical Analysisf
a ©  chemical analyses (32) are shown in tabulated



form on page 26* The analyses wore performed at the Colorado 
School of lines Experimental Plant laboratories with as much 
care and precision as .possible:* the method of finding the FeG 
.amd Fo2°3 content is empirical, and the .figure for FegO^ is the 
figure obtained by deducting the metallic iron and the FeO con
verted to metallic iron from the total iron and then converting 
this in turn to Fe^Oj*

The spectroscopic analyses of the final steel and 
slag were run in the Spectroscopy Laboratory* A Baird Asso
ciates grating spectrograph was used* Three plates were run 
for the slag and three for the steel, to make a complete 
analysis of the sample*. All the plates were run in the first 
range and a D*C* 5 ampere current was used, with a slit width 
of 25 microns and Hartman diaphragm. The spectrographs are 
shown at the end of the report*

For X-ray analyses', the slag from the pebble mill 
was further ground in an agate mortar and pestle and passed 
through a 200 mesh slew* The X-rays were taken with a flat 
and a circular camera* In the case of the flat camera, the 
powder m s  filled in a hole made in a thick board and both 
sides sealed with Scotch tape* $n the case of the circular 
camera,: the powder was filled in the special tube supplied 
with the camera*. The slit system used was 25 mm, the specimen 
to film distance in caxe of the flat camera was 5cm, The 
target used m s  copper target with a primary voltage of 200



and secondary voltage of 40 &*¥* The current used was 20 mill! 
amps and the exposure time was 3 hours* flia X-ray diffraction 
equipment used was one supplied by the General Blectric Company 
©le patterns are shown at the .cud of the report* No Latte pat* 
tern could be. obtained from the flat camera * hut the circular 
camera gave some patterns*

xv*.- p m m m m m c  w m m i m m  of siags*

The metallurgist In the past studied the constitu
tion of metal samples during refining by chemical and micro* 
seopical means* ¥ery little attention was paid to slags*, and 
this deficiency is particularly marked in the case of acid 
open-hearth slags* Much work remains to ha done in the iden
tification of -mineral# which do not exist in nature* The acid 
open-hearth slags are high in silica* and the classification 
of the silicates is still unsatisfactory* because the umbers 
of a single Isomorphous group may have- two (or more) numbers 
of atoms of bases of varying valence*

Microscopic examination tells us the different minerals 
formed in the slag* and the phases-' present in the slag* It 
also telln-us th# order of crystallisation of the phases in 
the- slag* and planlmetrie analysis of their amount! in addi
tion* the relations, of the phases to each other can be often 
determined* i*e* whether they are compatible or incompatible* 
whether they show reaction or eutectic relations*

The petrologist can tell a great deal about the constitu
tion of slags* but his findings will entirely depend on the



slags being crystalline and the crystals being of a siae such 
that they are amenable to microscopic examination*

Bxaaination of Sla-if si.
As previously stated two slides were -made from each 

of the eight samples of slags* so In all 16 slides were ex- 
examined* A B&usch and Bomb pe&rographle microscope was used* 
using both transaitted and polarised light*

At first a powder of the final- slag- was taken and its re
fractive. index was determined by the Beckee line test.* Its 
refractive index- was found to be 1*532*

Intensive examination of the slides was made and four 
phases of mineral formation of minerals were noticed*

(1) The first phase was noticed in slides aero and one 
where a. mineral allied to F&yallte (FepSiÔ ) was found* though 
it did not give Its interference figure* a little tridymite at
one end*- iron and glassy material*

(2) The- second phase was noticed in slides two and three- 
where a goodly amount of fcridymlte with minerals of Iron and 
silicate combination which did not correspond to any known 
mineral form* fine iron and silica*

(3) The third phase was noticed in slides four and five, 
which showed- the change of t rldyml to to cris to halite with the 
presence of rhodonite* vogtite* etc*

(4) The fourth phase was noticed in slides six and seven 
which showed a goodly amount of eristob&lit© and glassy ground- 
.m&aa* the different minerals and free iron*

The identification of minerals was found to be difficult* 
because they were ground too- thin or thick* as it was found



difficult to got good interference figures In most of the eases 
The identification of the minerals was done by some of their 
optical properties and a little guesswork*

In soma oases* the- evidence available is so meager that 
no guesswork could be done* and they remain unidentified*

Descriptions of the minerals identifiedi
(1) Wustit© FeO.

Crystal system habit— cubic* octahedral or skeletal* 
Color in thin section— pleoctaoism-black-opaque* Refractive ind«-2*32*

(a) m m ® tit© f©3o4
Crystal system or habit— cubic* octahedral or skeletal* 
Color in thin auction— opaque*"
Fleochroiam— black opaque,
distinguished from Wiistite by vertical reflected light 
when It shows a grey white color*

(3) F&yalit© Fe^SiO^
Crystal sy s tem— ortho rhombic *
Color— brownish yellow* containing magnetite inclusions* 
The plan© of the optic axis is parallel to 001*
Ref ringenc ©— high.
Bir of r togenc©—  s trong *
The mineral exists in different eombin&tioms of iron and silica and sometimes a little other material puts on© 
■off the track#

(4) Tridymite S102
Crystal »ys tea— orthorhomblc (Pseudoh©xagonal) *Many times the crystals as# six-sided basal plates* in random aggregates showing wedgelike twining#Befr ing ©nee— negative*
Birefringence— weak*The optical plane is 1 0 0 *  the positive acute bisectrix 
is normal to- 001 {not clear)*Tridymit 3. inverts on heating to Bxtridymite and 0gtridymite* but non© of these could be identified*
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Tridys&te can fee distinguished from cristobalite by Its 
'Slightly higher index of reflection, late shaped for® 
with negative elongation and parallel radial extinction, 
and its wedge shaped twins*

(5) Crlstofemlit# §i02
Crystal sy atern— o-etahedrml or skeletal*Fracture— it has a peculiar curved fracture that is 
characteristic*Between crossed nlcols shows mosaic structure* 
Refractive Index-higher than'1*43*
Birefringence*— very weak*

(6) para ffollastonlte Cm 81$ ̂
Crystal system—
Color— nearly colorless*
Fori^-somewhat columnar.
Belief'^fairly high*
Bxtinction— nearly parallel in longitudinal section,' 
oblique in cross section*

(7) Rhodonite EaSiO^
Crystal' system—  tricllnic*
Color— pink*
gome crystals prismatic with and 001 cleavages*
Extinction on 106 at 31^ to C*
Biaxial and'positive*

(S) F©2 -* Hn SiO^ (Require® a .name)
Jntereryatallt&es' probably In all proportions to form a 
series- of the olivine systea*
Ixtine tion— oblique*Contains inclusions which see® to be magnetite* interference figure* Bo interference figure could fee determined*

(9) fogtlte Cm' (F© Wm Mg)p Si^O^
Crystal syafcesNwtriclinic*Color— palish yellow*Pleochroism— none *Cyratala 110 plates with cleavages of 110 to 110* 
'Optic axis nearly normal to the cleavages*



(10) Silica glass So02
Color— cplorless in thin sections.
The tendency towards opacity is due to- minute bubbles* 
Far®!, It .is amorphous silica* It.is sometimes vesicular 
and in some instances shows a flow of structure*
Belief! Jt has a lower relief than balsam*

¥ii* w m m m A phxc. m m o u m c m  of incwstom*
in the case of slags the slides ware found to be thin,- 

whereas in the. case , of Inclusions, the minerals being some- 
tines wedge-shaped, or not of uniform thickness, it was dif~- 
ficult to identify them* fha mineral crystals being coated 
with.hydrated iron precipitates also interferes in their ex
amination*

Minerals found!

(1) bSatite FeO
Crystal system— cubic, octahedral or skeletal* 
Color in thin section*Pleochroisi^— black— opaque* .
Refractive index— 1*32 ♦

(2) Magnetite— Fe^O^
Crystal section or habit— cubic, octahedral or skeletal* 
Color in- thin section*Flooehroism— black-opaque *
Distinguished from Wuatlte by vertical reflected light 
when it shows a grey white color*

<3) Chrysotile (Mgfe)a SW^
Color— colorless*
F o r m a t
Cleavage— imperfect parallel to (010) irregular*Fractures common*Belief— fairly high*Birefringence—Extinction— parallel to crystal outlines and cleavage traces*
Interference— not distinct— seems to be optically negative*



(4) Billcm
Amorphous as well as crystalline silica found*
This is on© of the most abundant minerals found in the „ 
inclusion#*

(5) m  F© x<»>- eii^
A complex silicate* it has a very high refractive index 
and birefringence*

Fill* PHQTOGMPHWG OF THIS SLIDESf
fn absence of a regular camera for photographing thin, 

sections, great difficulties were encountered to get satis** 
factory results, and so a -number of methods were tried* The 
camera used is an old model manufactured fey Sauveur and 
Boylston* It consists of a heavy base with a clamp arrange** 
ment for mounting the microscope in an upright position under 
the bellows of a vertical camera* fhe light source was a 500 
watt electric lamp cooled by a small fan* tm .magnifications 
90 and 120 were used*- the magnifications were measured by 
means of a ruled scale 0*01 and 0*1 millimeter divisions which 
war photographed mid measured* The plates used were Hammer 
Ortho Dry Plate (exfast) for' transmitted light, and Eastman 
Panchromatic plates for polarised light* All the photo# 
micrographs are shown at the end of the report*

ix* mtMmmf&TiQw of results*
From what has been said above, it has- been proved that 

the acid steels contain tome non-metallic inclusions and some 
FeO* Much work has been cion® in recent years for the counting 
of these Inclusions, and Dr* Hatfield and Giles (S) in England



have carried out painstaking work on the stam&ar di x-a t ion of a 
method of counting Inclusions* Wo attempt was made to count 
tli© Inclusions in this ease*

the petrographies studies of the slags and inclusions give 
us an Idea of their constituent© and also some grounds for an 
opinion concerning the place from whence they earn* CFnfortn- 
nately the slides were not ground to a thickness Ideal for 
optical examination* and consequently some of toe minerals and 
phases are so indistinct that nothing can he said about them at 
present* Borne of the minerals are complex and do not show any 
regular characteristics* Much work will hay© to be don# in 
identifying them*

The work done does not permit me to come to a conclusion 
whether the inclusions came from the furnace or from the r©* 
fractory lining of the molds* The work was carried out more 
than a thousand miles from where toe steel was made and so a 
proper study at toe plant is desirable for further elucidation* 

Beme people may take. exception to toe fact that studies 
of chilled slag ■ samples are used to determine toe nature of 
liquid ©lag* and question toe existence of any hetereog-eneity* 
The approach* though indirect* gives us very useful date till 
some method is found to study the ©lag- in the, liquid condition* 

The direct comparison of laboratory and open-hearth date 
involved the question of the degree to which each approached 
toe condition of chemical- equilibrium* a question which, from, 
toe acid open-hearth standpoint is yet in its relative stage 
of infancy* -The complexities of the slag metal system and-.



ttm of Xm$m of mtiMOMB
#iiit©4 wMM tt*$ |ir&mas §m^Xmi# tte poi#EMMt|r of' 
t»atm& from tte Xtelt#<i mwM

%  a c » > i w i  or ifiima casu^craitanes or a o ®  a®Mile 5Miii
*Bm- m % % m  m&» * -mmmww mm^mt&mi of & mmMm  of 

s M $ «  of $MM»i& @X&@$ on ffeioti tea aoon tei#
*t til#' (MifiKdL of KtoM# It te# boon. fot»l that tit# toM&fr

m g^Mlet* ¥©rl@tr of slmrtli t&an tit# aoW 
#!*$&* &g Wfi* tei# ÔN̂ Iottaty#

Klaejfels. _ia _ftgM slaga*.
1* Wistite P©0 . 1* tKlftttte f@Q
3* ttaptet&te ®# Kagnotit© F * ^
3* Free silica, crystalline 3, 1 4 «  CeO«ni opaque
4. PajruMte Fe^SiQ^
5* IrMywite iS%
6* Criatob&llte 81®g 
7, BhodQuite 
§» P a w *  fi'ollftstcnite 
f« ?©2Si04 - 
10, Vogtlte Ca(Fo»fe»«g)r

4, P«iel«®e ft®
5* lieawalefais Ferrite

Ca<^e2®3 
6, Dicalciu® ferrite

7# Sriesieiia ferrite3G©0,f©203

eMRu
9* Wmrinite 3 Ca®,«»§*SiQ2 
10* Siilcocarnofclte

8, Hontlealllte CaOKgO,5lOy-

Silicocariiotlte
5 Ĉ »Pj|%.»S105»

U, ftglschaiatlte TgftO.P^

la* Steadlte 3(BCeOP205)CaO 
2€to®#Sl®g



13. Thoma site 6Ca0*P$0it SlOp
2F©§*Bi0 2 5

M *
15*

16*

17.

ia.

20*

21*

XI* S000BSTI0HS FOB TOfffiSSB TOf&f
This work was undertaken. to find out the inclusions and* 

from whence they originated* It is thought necessary that 
further work bo carried out near the stool plant so that all 
details of the process .may bo studied on the spot*

Is regards the separation of the inclusions from the 
steel it is suggested that a good deal of experimental work 
will be necessary to find out a modification of the known 
methods- to suit the particular sample. The experimental 
period requires a close and constant watch of the work* and * 
one# a method has been found suitable* and the timing fixed* 
the samples can be run easily*

It is also necessary that larger samples be drawn from 
the furnace for the experiments so that the chilled portion#

Fluorapatlt# €#2 (PO^CaF
Hilgenstockite 40&G*?%Q*(I©trscaleiusa phoaptetej

Tricalcium phosphate 
3Ca0*f2Of

Ihltloekit#
TrieaXoiuaa phosphate

BrownmiXXerite 4€a0*Al203

la'niite ( diealelum 
silicato}

£Cad*8 1 %  (C*2S W j$
Mcalcium silicate 
2CriMJU>2 (Ca2^ % >
DteaXciim siXicat# 
2CaQ* Si02 (caa *S10^)



and the slowly cooled portions b© examined* Facilities should 
bo provided for making thin sections so that when a mineral is 
found difficult to identify! being too thick or thin* the 
particular slag sample can be taken and the slides mad© to 
the desired thickness*

Much work is necessary for the identification of the 
minerals* and the guidance of an expert petrologist will be 
helpful in solving certain ticklish problems*

XXI* C01CMJBX010I
The acid open-hearth steelmaking process may be described 

as a process producing a high quality of steel* very accurate** 
ly to narrow limits of composition* from raw materials of 
known origin and within definite analytical range* by means of 
an imperfectly understood physical ehemlsiry* necessarily to 
an empirical maimer* owing to M m  lack of required fundamental 
data,*

It lias been proved that the sample of steal under in
vestigation contained Inclusions* but the results do not per* 
Hit us to com© to a conclusion concerning the point of origin* 
that is whether the inclusions earn© from the furnace* from 
the refractory lining of the mold* or both* Further work is 
necessary to elucidate this point so that remedies may he 
ployed to eliminate the Inclusions as far as possible*

X am presenting this information which X have collected* 
not with the specific idea that X am offering many m m  thoughts 
or new theories* but with the hope that a critical considers*



tion of the information available will lead to further re
search along the same lines* which will re stilt in the type of 
information I looked for and was tumble to find due to a lack 
of very detailed study and time*

In the- study and determination of the non-metallic in** 
elusions in steel* three main difficulties- are encountered!

(1) Hie finding of an adequate method for the separa
tion of the man-metallic Inclusions from the steel without 
contamination*

(2) The complex nature and the numerous possible com
binations of the oxidic substances*

(3) The variation In character of these inclusions from 
steel to steel*

Only by the closest coordination of every branch of 
metallurgical experience will the problem be solved*.

m i l  ACraOWLimMEIITBi
The entire work was carried out under the able direction 

of Professor Clark B* Carpenter* Head of the Department of ' 
Metallurgy* I am indebted to Professor Sigmund- D# Smith who 
spared some of his time In arranging the equipment and offer
ing many useful suggestions for the ticklish problem of pre
paring the photomicrographs * Thanks are due to- Dr* Hubert I* 
Phelps for allowing me to use the spectrograph and X-ray dif
fraction equipment and offering many useful suggestions* Also 
thanks are due to Dr* Van Tuyl for lending toe microscope for 
preparing toe photomicrographs*

I am very thankful to Dr* Zimmerman, Vice-President, tf* 8



Steel, a M  Mr-* Fred C# T* Daniel's, ¥iee~Prest&©nt, Mackintosh
Hemphill Co#, Pittsburgh, Ps», through whose courtesies- the 
samples of steel md slags were obtained,' without which this 
f/ork would not have been possible*.
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PHOTOMICROGRAPHS
WtOBADO SCHOOL Mmv%GO 'ÂjUJO

TRANSMITTED LIGHT TRANSMITTED LIGHT CROSSED III COLS

34.

V
p

BLAG SAMPLE NO. 0

*

■

TRANSMITTED LIGHT TRANSMITTED LIGHT
ORDINARY CROSSED NICOLS

SLAG SAMPLE NO, 1



PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

’RAHSKTT3D LIGHT ORDIHAHSf TRANSMITTED LIGHT CROSSED MICOLS
SLAG SAMPLE HO. 2

TRANSMITTED LIGHT TRANSMITTED LIGHT
ORDINARY CROSSED NICOLS

SLAG SAMPLE HO. 3



PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

TRANSMITTED LIGHT‘SHITTED LIGHT TRANSMITTED LIGH1ORDINARY CROSSED NICOLS
SLAG SAMPLE HO, 4

TRANSMITTED LIGHT TRANSMITTED LIGHT
ORDINARY CROSSED NICOLS

SLAG SAMPLE NO. 5
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4
A

TRANSMITTED
ORPINAHT TRANSMUTED DIGIIT CROSSED NICOLS

SLAQ SAMPLE NO. 6

TRANSMITTED LIGHT OBDINABX TRANSMITTED LIGHT

SLAG SAMPLE NO*
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PHO TOMXCB0 (SHAPES
s ' *

%

m

TRAHSKITTED LIGHT ORDJHAHSC
TRANSMUTED LIGHT CROSSED. RICOLS

IRCLUEI0N8 SAMPLE HO. 2

TR«5SMIT*3D LIGHT 
ORDINARY

TRANSMITTED LIGHTCROSSED IflCOLS
IHCLU3XOHS SAMPLE HO. 3



PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

TRANSMITTED LIGHT ORDINARY
i

TRANSMITTED LIGHT CROSSED KICOLS
INCLUSIONS SAHPLE HO. 4

m

TR 'IEMITTED LIGHT ORDINARY TRANSMITTED LIGHT
CROSSED KICOLS

INCLUSIONS SAMPLE NO. 5
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PHOTOMICI - TPIIS
41ST001 «■GOLDEN. COLO

TRANSMITTED LIGHT ORDINARY

k

CROSSED MlCOLS
IHCLUSIOKS SAHPLE HO. 6

I

T3AKSKITTED LIGHT
:V:f5

TRANSMITTED LIGHT
CROSSED JilCOLS

INCLUSIONS SA1SPLE SO. 7


